Surface-induced dissociation of molecular ions in a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer.
A method is reported by which surface-induced dissociation is used to activate ions stored in a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer. The method employs a short (< 5 /-Is), fast-rising (< 20-ns rise time), high voltage direct current (dc) pulse, which is applied to the endcaps of a standard Paul-type quadrupole ion trap. This is in contrast to the application of an alternating current (ac) signal normally used to resonantly excite and dissociate ions in the trap. The effect of the de pulse is to cause the ions rapidly to become unstable in the radial direction and subsequently to collide with the ring electrode. Sufficient internal energy is acquired in this collision to cause high energy fragmentations of relatively intractable molecular ions such as pyrene and benzene. The dissociations of limonene are used to demonstrate that high energy demand processes increase in relative importance in the dc pulse experiment compared with the usual resonance excitation method used to cause activation. The fragments are scanned out of the ion trap using the conventional mass-selective instability scan mode. Simulations of ion motion in the trap provide evidence that surface collisions occur at kinetic energies in the range of tens to several hundred electronvolts. The experiments also demonstrate that production of fragment ions is sensitive to the phase of the main radiofrequency drive voltage at the point when the dc is initiated.